Cootamundra Council Road Classification Review

MR78 Olympic Highway (State Road) Revoke becomes Local Road

Local Road declare as part o MR235 (Regional Road)

Local Road declare as MR78 Olympic Highway (State Road)

Redeclare MR87 (Regional Road) as MR78 (State Road)

Legend:
- **Red**: State Road
- **Blue**: Regional Road
- **Orange**: Local Road
- **Red**: Proposed State Road
- **Blue**: Proposed Regional Road
- **Yellow**: Proposed Local Road

North direction indicated by the compass rose.
Gundagai and Tumut Councils\rlRoad Classification Review

Revoke section of MR280\n(Regional Road) becomes\na Local Road

Legend:
- **State Roads**
- **Regional Roads**
- **Local Roads**
- **Proposed Local Roads**

Scale: 0 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 Kilometres
Lockhart Council
Road Classification Review

MR59 (Green Street) declare as MR370 (Regional Road)

Revoke section MR59 (Regional Road) becomes a Local Road

MR370 (East Street) (Regional Road) redeclare as MR59 (Regional Road)

Reid Street (Local Road) declare as MR59 (Regional Road)